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What an August! We raised over $650 for the Harmony House at the Midnite
Fun Run; the $5.00 picnic ride was a hit with 17 bikes, 26 people and lots of
good food. The Teddy Bear ride had 45 bikes. We were afraid the flag pole was going to snap off before we
reached the hospital but fortunately the bungee cords held it in place. September will be another busy month. If
you haven’t sent in your registration for the Region D rally you still have time. The early registration deadline
has been extended to Sept. 1. Bernice McDowell and Debbe are going to dress as Siamese twins for the
sideshow and Carol Culler will be a bearded lady. Just seeing them should be worth the price of admission!
Don’t forget the September meeting has been moved to Sept. 13 due to Wings Over the Smokies and the
Region D rally. We will be leaving from McDonalds on Stewart Rd. at 12:30 pm that day for Chapter
V’s Teddy Bear ride. Let’s have a good turnout for them.
REMEMBER: Door prizes start again in September. Bring door prizes to the meeting.

See you in Celina at the Region D Rally.
See you

Larry & Debbe
ASSISTANT CHAPTER DIRECTORS
JOE & JACKIE WOODMANSEE
Hello again.
.
Here we are near the end of August and it has been a busy month. Parades, festivals,
fairs, Mid-Nite Fun Run, MedCentral Teddy Bear Ride and lots of riding. We also
had time for a picnic last Saturday. It was one of the best picnics we have ever been on. We had the usual picnic
food of hot dogs, hamburgers, potato salad, broccoli salad, coleslaw, chips and cookies in beautiful Findley
State Park just south of Wellington. What made this very enjoyable was the number of members that
participated and the beautiful weather we had. We first had to ride to the store in Wellington to purchase the
food for the picnic. Each rider drew an item from a bag and then went in the store to purchase $5.00 of that
item. While gathering in the store parking lot we met the Chapter Director from Elyria and he wished he could
have joined us (that could be a picnic in the making for next year). After purchasing the picnic items we headed
to the State Park where Larry and Deb were already cooking the hamburgers. We were ready to eat. By my
watch we spent about 2 hours just eating and enjoying good conversation with each other. At one point the
people gathering next to us were having a scavenger hunt and our chapter was there to help. After the food
settled it was time to go for a ride and where else do you go after a great lunch but to get ice cream. So we
headed west to Sandusky for some Tofts ice cream. As usual, some got more ice cream than they could handle
but in time they finished it. After that some headed home and yet others wanted to take in Marblehead so off we
went across bay bridge. It was slightly cooler being around the water. You know, it isn't about the picnic as
much as it's about the family and friends you choose to share your time with.
Ride safe and we will see you down the road.

Joe & Jackie
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CHAPTER EDUCATORS
TED & JOYCE STRUTZ
According to Mister Webster the definition for instinct is 1: a natural or inherent
aptitude, impulse, or capacity. 2a: A largely inheritable and unalterable tendency of an
organism to make a complex and specific response to environmental stimuli without
involving reason; b: behavior that is mediated by reactions below the conscious level. Basically this means is
something is done by instinct it is because it was born into us. That is why birds fly south for the winter.
I guess we could then say that riding our motorcycles in all kinds of weather conditions, around inattentive
drivers, and over all kinds of road surfaces would be anything but instinctual. I have yet to meet anyone who
was really born with an instinctive ability to ride a motorcycle. Following the definition we must conclude that
there is no such thing as an instinctive rider. That then brings me to the point of this article.

“Training is fundamentally important”
Training courses have a main purpose to give students the cognitive and motor skills they will need to avoid
dangerous situations. Trial and error is not a recommended way to learn to ride. Proper training helps prevent
bad habits from forming and can help break bad habits that may have already developed. Good training could
make the difference between riding away from a bad situation unhurt or getting hurt or worse.
I have been a CPR/First Aid instructor for more than 25 years and even an EMT instructor at one time. One
thing I learned is that in a stressful situation people will generally revert back to what they know. If they have
been properly trained they will unconsciously go back to that training in an emergency. This can very well hold
true for a rider also. Training kicks in when the unexpected happens and there is little time to react much less
think about it. The best training programs provide relevant, realistic, and repetitive exercises.
Repetition is the key to improving proficiency. You learn the exercises in class, but you should continually
practice them until they become routine and second nature. This helps develop muscle memory so they
reflexively react the right way when confronted with a hazard.
Besides working on the muscle memory we must also develop mental strategies to manage risks. These must
also be learned and are not instinctive. We need to learn how to recognize threats, prioritize risks, and identify
escape routes. To make it a little more complicated, this all keeps changing because our riding environment is
constantly changing.
Learning new skills and practicing them should be a continuous and ongoing process through every rider’s
life. Some riders believe that because they have ridden thousands of miles without a problem they don't need to
take any additional training. This could lead to a false sense of security that could result in a crash.
The Governors Highway Safety Association reported that the main cause of motorcycle fatalities appears to
be lack of training. Also, the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration listed the most effective
measure to reduce motorcycle crashes is training. Consider taking a course. It really can be an eye opener.
AUGUST REPORT
Meeting Attendance
Other Seminar Activity
Seminar by Newsletters
Seminar at Meeting
Level I
Level II
Level III
Level IV

70
0
124
70
16
14
10
2

(Touring Tips: Dehydration and It’s Problems)

Ride Smart…Ride Safe….Ted
Ted & Joyce
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RIDE COORDINATORS
LARRY & DEBBE STEINHILBER
We have been hard at work planning the Labor Day ride on Sept. 5-7 around Lake Erie. The departure time
has been changed from 8:00 am to 7:00 a.m. The ride will leave from McDonalds on Stewart Rd. Don’t
forget your passports and insurance cards. Hopefully the weather will cooperate and we will have a great
time.
We are also hard at work on the leaf ride scheduled for October 10 & 11. We will be staying in Stanton,
Kentucky and riding through the Red River Gorge area, the Daniel Boone National Forest and the NADA
tunnel. While there we will also see the Sky Bridge, a natural stone and rock formation. Departure information
will be announced at the October gathering and in the October newsletter.
Your staff will be meeting in early January to plan our 2010 calendar. If you have any suggestions for future
rides, please let us know.

Larry & Debbe

SUNSHINE LADY
JOYCE STRUTZ
Hello Chapter B Family! Sunshine lady here.
Ya know, I looked that word, family, up in the dictionary. It said "any group related
in what they do or what they look like." I find that a pretty good description of Chapter B. We wear matching
shirts and we all have fun together, help others when we can, and we are always there for one another. So, we
already knew we are family, but now the dictionary even tells us so! I also found the word unity, "oneness or
sameness or the state of being one", to be a good description of our group since we often ride together as a
group ending up at the same destination and we, for the most part, agree on safety in riding and....we all agree
that almost every ride must have an ice cream stop to make the day complete:) Well, now that you have had
some sort of a learning experience for the day, on with the news! Oh, unless we forget, Dixie's favorite new
reminder, "CHAPTER B ROCKS!"
Hugs and Happy Birthday wishes to our friends born in September. Guess you all would be considered autumn
babies:) Happy Anniversary to those of you married in September. Congratulations for the special years you
have spent together.
As I am sitting here typing this article to send to Carol, it is a bit chilly outside. I realize that summer, at some
point in time, managed to fly by all of us! Whew......where was I!?? My Mom used to tell me, "the older you
get, the faster time goes.: That never made sense to me as a kid (yes, that was a long time ago:) but I now know
what she meant. I guess as the saying goes, time flies when we are having fun so we must be having fun a lot of
the time!
Some good news, in case some of you might not know, Dolly Wolfersberger has moved back to Shelby. Good
to have you back Dolly!
To update you on some folks that have had some health issues,
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•

Bill Roush, a prior chapter B member, is in MedCentral Shelby Hospital recuperating from surgery as
he received a spinal injury when he fell and broke his neck. This was a very serious accident and it
seems he may have a long recovery period. Carol and Jim visited him at Shelby on Monday night and
he seemed to be in high spirits using his great sense of humor. He stated to Jim and Carol that he
hasn’t been wearing his helmet on his scooter, however, from now on he will put it on to go into his
bathroom. Hang in there Bill and take care; we are all praying for your recovery! I’m sure cards
from the group would cheer him up. Please send cards to:
Bill Roush -MedCentral Shelby Hospital – 20 Morris Road, Shelby, Ohio

•

Also, I understand Larry Kochheiser, after being hit on his Goldwing by a car, is coming along pretty
well. Keeping you in our prayers Larry! If you would like to drop a note to him and Susan, send to:
Larry and Susan Kochheiser -2809 Stafford Dr.-Mansfield, Oh 44904

Well, guess that's all for now. I will leave you with this thought. "I like to think of anything stupid I've done
as a learning experience; it makes me feel less stupid." (P.J. O'Rourke)
Hope to see some of you at the Region D Rally. Sounds like a good time! Sure hope it warms up a bit !
HOPE TO SEE ALL OF YOU SOON – GOD BLESS

JOYCE
NEWSLETTER EDITORS
JIM & CAROL CULLER
Hi Everyone!
As most of you know, we did go on our picnic ride and had a great time. Joe and
Jackie did a fantastic job of leading the group to the grocery store and the park. For
those who didn’t get to attend, you missed a good time, good company and great food. Hopefully you’ll be
there next year.
INVITATION: Karl and Lu Kinstle have invited their friends from Chapter B to an open house on
September 20th to celebrate the finishing of their new home. Congratulations Karl and Lu!! So mark your
calendars and plan to attend on Sept. 20th at: 7541 Olivesburg-Fitchville Rd from 2-4 pm.
As you can see we had a great turnout for our Teddy Bear
Ride! THANKS EVERYONE!
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MEMBERSHIP AWARENESS
DENNIS LONG

“Ride for Kids”
I will be in St Louis on 9/20. I will be at the 9/13 meeting if anyone
would like to contribute. Attached is a picture of Ashleigh from last
years ride: Ashleigh is in recovery and is a spunky little girl. Last year
the chapter helped me raise $1,807 for this great cause. No one is more
precious than our children. Some suffer more than we could ever
imagine. I realize times are rougher today, but please find it in your
heart to donate ….every dollar helps.

Motorist Awareness.
As mentioned at the August meeting, Motorist awareness is right in line with Rider Education. We as
riders also have autos/trucks that we drive. While driving each vehicle, whether it be a car, truck or our
motorcycles, remember the safety aspects and requirements unique to the vehicle we are operating as each
given time.
The safety concern for motorist, I discussed, for those who could not make the last meeting was, that we need
to keep in mind that we must be aware that each vehicle that we drive has its own unique acceleration and
stopping distances and speeds. The faster a vehicle can accelerate, the faster it can stop. So if we use the
standard 1 car length for each 10 mph for all vehicles, we are in for a surprise. Keeping this in mind and being
in a car following a bike, each operator sees a situation that requires hard stopping and each applies brakes at
the same time, the bike will stop before the car will, thus resulting in the car hitting the stopped bike in the rear.
So we need to figure this for each vehicle we are driving, a truck with a load, pulling a trailer (trailer brakes will
help)……..more room needs to be figured in.
Now on a bike, look in your rear views and make certain not to cut off a vehicle and make sure there is adequate
room behind you.
Ride safe and often!

DENNIS LONG
PUBLIC RELATIONS
RON SCHEID

We are finally receiving some well deserved PR. Mansfield TV covered the Teddy
Bear Ride to MedCentral Hospital; Larry’s interview went well. There were a couple
of articles in local papers advertising the MidNite Fun Run and the Teddy Bear Run.
I understand the Labor Day parade in Mansfield is on again. For those of you not going on the Lake Erie ride, it
would be great to have a good showing at this parade. The Harvest Festival parade in Crestline is another great
parade and well attended by the public. Paul Schrock will probably have Helen on the back of his bike this
year to "protect" him from a beautiful young damsel running out of the crowd and jumping on the back of his
bike. If Jerry counted right we had 26 at the G & R in Waldo. Robbie is also an excellent judge of butterscotch
pie at the G & R.
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On a personal note, I should be moving to my new condo in Shelby in the next week or two. I
could use some strong backs and a pick up or two. Hint! Hint! Please check your calendars for
upcoming events!

Have fun and ride safe!! RON SCHEID

MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT
POSITION OPEN

Did you know GWRRA has a travel site called “Travel Now?” Travel Now has access to over
44,000 hotels, airline reservations, group and individuals tours and cruises. Be sure to check
them out before you travel the next time at www.gwrra.org.
If you recruit two new members, you will receive a $5.00 gift certificate that can be used toward your
membership renewal, WingDing registration, or any of the Goldwing products offered by GWRRA.
Don’t forget that any changes to the Gold Book need to be made by Nov. 1. Changes may be made by calling
customer service at 1-800-843-9460.

DINNER RIDE COORDINATOR
JERRY ELDRIDGE
There was a great turnout for the ride to Waldo. Thanks to everyone who participated, and for those
who couldn ‘t make it, you missed a good time. Hope to see you next time.

DINNER RIDES: For directions call Jerry Eldridge at (419) 347-7293
Sept. 9 – Ole Farmstead, SR 61 & SR 71, Marengo
Sept. 24 – Bev & Jac’s – Rt.#4, Attica

All rides leave from the front parking lot of the Richland Mall at 5:00 pm

Come Join Us!!

Jerry
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PAUL & DIXIE AWBREY
CHAPTER MEMBERS
HI ALL,
Just a short reminder to please save the NESTLES WATER BOTTLE LABELS for
me. I have a teacher who gets five cents a label to use towards school equipment. I
think our schools and children need all the help they can get with all the cuts in funding
going down. Please save them and bring them to the meeting. I am sure the teachers and
the children will greatly appreciate it.
THANK-YOU VERY MUCH ! CHAPTER “B” ROCKS!!
PAUL AND DIXIE

FOR SALE
2008 Chevy Avalanche LTZ – Black, fully loaded; very low mileage; 2 yrs left on
warranty:
Call (419) 756-4394
SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS
15...Dolly Wolfersberger
17..Lon Leapley
18..Charlie Lantz
19..Lucy Kennedy
20..Pat Morley
21..Jim Culler
22..Bill Dailey
25..Noreen Zehner
26..Bill Zehner

SEPTEMBER ANNIVERSARIES
9…Chet & Karen Zellner
16…Clarence & Shirleen Walter
18…Jim & Deb Crowl
20….Charlie & Nancy Lantz

OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS

OCTOBER ANNIVERSARIES

9…John Hochhstetler
9…Karl Kinstle
15..Joe Woodmansee
17..Kevin Stamper
20,,Deb Friebel
21..Dick Davis
23..Larry Wolcott
24..Bonnie Oberholtzer
24..Jerry Weston
26..Debbie Crowl
27..Clarence Walter
28..Charlie Barnette

7…Bill & Noreen Zehner
10..Larry & Cheryl Moore
24..Charlie & Phyllis Barnette

No addresses will be placed in the Newsletter. Please refer to
Your Member list for the Addresses.
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NEW ADVERTISER: STOP IN AND TRY THEIR
FOOD.
HAVE GOTTEN AWARDS
FOR
THEIR PIZZA!!

NORTH CENTRAL OHIO CHAPTER MEETINGS
CHAPTER C-3 (Tom & Ann Gajewsky)
When: 1st Saturday
Where: Kartels Kitchen, Strongsville, Ohio
Time: 9 a.m. Breakfast – 10 a.m. Gathering
Phone: 330-225-0070

CHAPTER P (Ron & Carrie Marcinko)
When: Last Sunday
Where: Golden Corral – Medina, Ohio
Time: 8 a.m. Breakfast – 9 a.m. Gathering
Phone: (330-722-0494

CHAPTER F- 2 (Larry & Barb Goodrich)
When: 1st Sunday
Where: Nordson Depot, Amherst, Ohio
Time: 9:30 a.m.
Phone: 440-453-4453

CHAPTER V – (Wayne & Debbie Wolf)
When: 4th Saturday
Where: The Mill Restaurant (Buehlers Grocery)
Ashland, Ohio
Time: 5:30 p.m. Dinner – 6:30 p.m. Gathering
Phone: 419-945-1315

CHAPTER I (Bob & Rosemary Campbell)
When: 2nd Saturday
Where: Country Harvest Restaurant- Wooster, Ohio
Time: 5:00 p.m. Dinner – 6 p.m. Gathering
Phone: 330-262-3094

CHAPTER W (George & Mary Click)
When: 2nd Sunday
Where: Ryans Restaurant – Marion, Ohio
Time: 6 p.m. Dinner – 7 p.m. Gathering
Phone: 740-389-2488

CHAPTER K-2 (Alice & Tim Schauss)
When: 1st Saturday
Where: American Legion – Bellevue, Ohio
Time: 6:30 p.m. Pot Luck – 7:30 p.m. Gathering
Phone: 440-839-2194
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SEPTEMBER 2009 CALENDAR
CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY

6
LAKE ERIE
TRIPCANADA

13
9am –
Chapter B
Mtg Chap. V
Teddy Bear
ride – leave
@ 12:30 from
McDonalds
Stewart Rd
20
2-4pm
Karl & Lu
Kinstle’s
Open House
Bd: Pat
Morley
A: Charlie &
Nancy Lantz
27

MONDAY

7
LAKE ERIE
TRIPCANADA
Labor Day
ParadeMansfield
14

21
Bd: Jim
Culler

TUESDAY

WED.

THURS.

FRIDAY

1

2

3

4

8

9
6pm-Ole
Farmstead
Dinner RideMarengo
A: Chet &
Karen
Zellner
16
A: Clarence
& Shirleen
Walter

10

11

12

17
REGION D
RALLYCELINA
Bd: Lon
Leapley

18
REGION D
RALLYCELINA
Bd: Charlie
Lantz
A: Jim &
Deb Crowl

19
REGION D
RALLYCELINA

24
WINGS
OVER THE
SMOKIES

25
WINGS
OVER THE
SMOKIES

15
Bd: Dolly
Wolfersberger

22
Bd: Bill Dailey

23

6pm –
Bd: Noreen
Dinner Ride Zehner
Bev & Jac’s
– Attica,
Ohio
28

SATURDAY
5
LAKE ERIE
TRIPCANADA

29

30
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CRESTLINE
HARVEST
FESTIVAL
PARADE.
Bd: Lucy
Kennedy
26
WINGS
OVER THE
SMOKIES
Bd: Bill
Zehner
5:30 Chapt V
Meeting

Walter & Company
Financial services, inc.
DOUGLAS WALTER
FINANCIAL ADVISOR
DOUG@WALTERANDCOMPANY.COM
216 Harding Way West – Galion, Ohio 44833
419419-468468-7200
*Securities and Investment Advisory Services
Offered through NFP Securities, Inc.
A Broker Dealer, Member NASD/SIPC
And a Federally Registered Investment Advisor
NFP Securities. Inc. is not affiliated with
Walter & Company Financial Services, Inc.

PAUL’S DRIVE IN
17 CHURCH STREET
SHELBY, OHIO
(419) 342-3201
10:30 A.M. – 9 P.M.
(7 Days a week)

TC’S SWEEPER SERVICE
494 Grand St.
Galion, Ohio 44833
Authorized Factory Warranty
For Hoover!!
TED STRUTZ
(OWNER)
419-468-7881
419-566-4219 Cell
Also servicing most other brands!!

Bob Hudson
Owner

SCOOTER TRASH
Custom Touring Parts & Leathers
332 Front Street
Cygnet, Oh 43413
Cygnet 419-655-3441

Open
1:30 – 8:00 MTTF
12:30 – 6:00 Sat.

Cell: 419-348-6676
Closed Wed. & Sun
Email: hudsontr@wnet.org
www.countrychoppers.com
Orders Only 800-837-3441 Fax: 419-655-2533
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CHAPTER DIRECTORS
LARRY & DEBBE STEINHILBER
5554 Co Rd 57
Galion, Ohio 44833

Friends for Fun, Safety & Knowledge

GATHERING: SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13TH
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